Abstract:
This submission contains the author's opinion on some of the currently open issues, the
issues considered in the submission are:
13.6. How will the MAC standard address Power Consumption?
17.3: What is the extent of Multicast?

In addition some new issues are proposed:
1. Should the Standard define an AP to AP protocol across the infrastructure?
   If true what are the contents of this protocol?
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Issue 17.3: What is the extent of Multicast?

We should differentiate between Data PDUs and MAC PDUs.

Data PDUs are regular data, so their extent is independent of the actual location (current BSS), hence Multicast Messages should be forwarded to the whole ESS (unless an implementation dependent filtering function is used on the AP).

MAC Control PDUs may (and probably should, depending on the PDU's content) be limited to the BSS.

New Issue: Should the Standard define an AP to AP protocol over the DS?
The author believes that such protocol must be defined, some of the functions of the protocol are:

- Exchange Association Information:
  If a station moves from one BSS to another, and reassociates with a new AP, the new AP will need to notify the previous AP (or all the APs) about the new association.

- Allow PreAuthentication.
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